
A
good workout should be one 

that works all your major mus-

cles by strengthening and stretch-

ing them. The benefit: more muscle

tone, a higher metabolism, stronger

bones, and a healthier and more flexible

body that allows you to handle the rigors

of life. Below you’ll find the Owner’s

Manual Workout, (designed by Joel

Harper, www.fitpackdvd.com), which

does indeed work your entire body. 

To build muscle, you have to tire

within your thirteenth repetition or two

minutes. Most women want to tone

and tighten muscles. To do that, use

light weights and the number of reps

recommended here, and do them

quickly. Most men want to strengthen

and bulk. To do that, use a weight that

you cannot lift more than twelve times

with each exercise and do them slowly.

Before starting any exercise, always

look down and make sure that your toes

are lined up. Most people have a ten-
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dency to favor one side; you can prevent this imbalance with proper foot position and

it will also help prevent over-stressing your knees. Imagine a string pulling from the top

of your head to elongate your spine, and lift your chest in order to keep your shoulders

from rolling forward. Proper breathing is also imperative. If you catch yourself holding

your breath, count your repetitions out

loud to normalize your breathing.

#1 Swimming
(Warms up shoulders)

Put your feet together with the weights

in your hands, and your arms and shoul-

ders relaxed. “Swim” your shoulders

backward ten times and forward ten times.

When your right shoulder is up, your left

shoulder is down; when your right shoul-

der is forward, your left shoulder is back. Get a full range of motion to open and warm

up your shoulders. Resist bending your elbows, and relax your arms so that you isolate

the rotation in your shoulder. Do ten times in each direction.

#2 Shrugs
(Strengthens trapezoid muscles and shoulders)

With weights in your hands, let your relaxed arms hang

down throughout the entire movement. Lift your shoul-

ders up toward your ears as high as you can and slowly

lower them back down. Focus on having your shoulders

doing the only movement (don’t jut your chin out). Lift forty

times.
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Advanced variation: Do it while balancing on

your toes.

#3 Lateral Raises
(Strengthens shoulders and arms)

With your elbows at your sides, lift your hands

up with your knuckles facing forward to make a

90-degree angle. While maintaining this position

throughout the entire exercise, lift your elbows

out to your sides at shoulder height and then

lower them back down. Lift twenty times.

Advanced variation: Balance on one foot, switch sides, and do another set.

#4 Field Goal
(Strengthens rotator cuff
muscles, arms, and shoulders)

With your arms in the up position of

lateral raises, lift your arm from elbows to

hands and bring your hands palm-side for-

ward above your elbows. During the entire

movement, your elbows remain in line with

your shoulders. Do twenty times. Don’t let

your shoulders scrunch up toward your ears.

Advanced variation: Bring your knee

out in line with your hip, do twenty times, and then switch knees and do another

twenty.
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#5 Shoulder Press
(Strengthens shoulders)

With your arms in the up position of field goal,

straighten your arms above your head and lower

them back down. Keep your palms facing forward

and your belly pulled taut to prevent from arching

your back. Exhale on the way up and inhale on the

way down. Do twenty times.

Advanced variation: After twenty times, hold in

the up position for thirty seconds.

#6 Hug Yourself
(Stretches shoulders, arms, 
and upper back)

Take your right hand below your left

and reach back as far as you can toward

your shoulder blades. Relax your elbows

down and take deep breaths into the

upper part of your back; expand the

back muscles as much as possible. To

increase the stretch, reach your hands

closer to each other. Release and shake your

arms out, and switch your left hand below

your right.
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#7 One-Arm Row
(Strengthens upper back and arms)

Put your left foot forward and your left

arm supporting yourself on your left leg

or a sturdy chair if you need additional sup-

port. While keeping a straight line from

the top of your head to your tailbone,

use your back muscles to lift up your

right elbow. Barely rub against your

side when lifting toward the ceiling and stretch all the way back

down. Resist rocking from side to side and isolate by only using

your right arm. Do fifty times.

Advanced variation: Do one hundred times each side.

#8 Kickbacks
(Strengthens triceps muscles)

Stay in same body position as for one-arm row.

Leaving your elbow in the up position, kick the

weight backward and twist your palm toward

the ceiling. Breathe normally. Maintain the up

position (don’t drop the elbow). Do fifty times

each side.

Advanced variation: Do one hundred

times each side.
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#9 Vogue
(Stretches triceps, shoulders, and upper back)

Take your left hand and reach it across your chest,

palm facing backward. Take your opposite hand,

with the fingers pointing to the ceiling, and hook

your left arm with your right, then pull your left

hand backward. Take deep breaths throughout

entire stretch. Resist raising your shoulder up to-

ward your ear. If you were looking in a mirror,

your shoulders would be level with each other.

Hold for fifteen seconds and switch sides.

Advanced variation: Look in the direction of your left hand and twist your en-

tire body from your heel to your left fingertips.

#10 Obliques
(Strengthens and stretches oblique
muscles)

With your feet together and weights in hands,

lift the right weight as high as you can toward

your right armpit by bending your elbow toward

the ceiling, simultaneously lowering the left

weight with your straight arm toward your left

ankle. Then switch by lowering the right and lift-

ing the left. During the entire movement, keep

your chest lifted and look straight ahead. Curve your

spine from side to side to increase movement. Do twenty times each side.

Advanced variation: Do one hundred times each side.
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#11 Ballet Stretch
(Stretches sides)

With legs apart and toes pointed at angles,

put your right hand on your waist and your

left hand above your head like a ballerina. Keep

your knees slightly bent (don’t lock). Press your hips

slightly to the left with your right hand, and reach

your left hand to the right, palm-side down. Take

deep breaths and expand your rib cage. Hold for

ten seconds and switch sides. Do twice each side.

#12 Ballet Squat
(Strengthens entire leg and buttocks)

Open legs to second position in ballet,

with feet pointed out to sides. To make

sure you have correct leg positioning,

your knees should always remain over

your ankles when you lower yourself.

Place weights in both hands below

your chin, keep arms straight but

relaxed, and lower yourself as far

down as you can go comfortably,

stopping with your thighs parallel to

the ground. When straightening back up,

make sure you keep your knees slightly bent.

Don’t lock them. Keep a straight line from the top of your
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head to your tailbone so that you

don’t lean forward. Lower twenty-

five times.

Advanced variation: Stay at

the lowest point and swing weights

between hands twenty times. 

#13 Weeping Willow Stretch
(Stretches hamstrings, calves and back)

With your feet in the same position as the

ballet squat, drop down toward your

right ankle. Relax your upper body

and let your head dangle down, re-

leasing all the tension in your neck.

It’s more important to keep your legs

straight than to bend your knee and

touch your toe. Do for twenty seconds and switch sides.

#14 Side Leg Lift
(Strengthens buttocks and legs)

With your feet together and toes pointed for-

ward, place weight in your right hand and rest it

on the side of your right leg. With your left hand

on your waist, lift your right knee as high as you

can. Lower back to the other knee and repeat. Do

twenty-five times.
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Advanced variation: Put both weights in your hand and do fifty times. If you

have trouble balancing, use your opposite hand from the lifting knee and lean against

a wall.

#15 Calf Stretch
(Stretches, uh, calves)

With your hands on your waist, lunge your right foot three

feet forward. While keeping your left heel on the ground,

bend your left knee toward your left toe to stretch out your left

calf. Keep your chest lifted and look straight ahead toward

your left shin. Hold for fifteen seconds and switch sides.

Advanced variation: Drop down with straight legs

and pull your left toe up with your right hand and let

your forehead relax down toward your right shin.

#16 Airplane Stretch
(Stretches hips and hamstring muscles)

While seated, cross your right leg on top of your left knee. Take

your right elbow and set it on top of your right knee, and put

your hand on your right ankle. Lean forward and press your

lower back toward your right calf while keeping your back

straight. Look straight ahead.

Advanced variation: Simultaneously take your left hand

and pull your right foot toward the ceiling.
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#17 French Curl
(Strengthens biceps muscles)

Put weight in your right hand, take your left hand,

and put it palm-side down on your right quad,

slightly above your knee. Put your right elbow

over and on the outside of your left wrist.

Straighten your right arm all the way down to-

ward the ground and curl all the way up. Do twenty-

five each side.

Advanced variation: Use both weights in

your right hand and do fifty times each arm. 

#18 Going to Jail
(Stretches arms and chest)

Interweave your hands behind your tailbone with your

knuckles away from you, and lift your straight arms up

as high as you can comfortably. Keep your chest lifted.

Take deep breaths, expanding your rib cage. Hold for

twenty seconds.
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#19 Tree Hug
(Strengthens chest and arms)

Lie flat on your back with your knees

bent and your feet flat on the ground.

Raise your arms out to side. Raise

your arms toward the ceiling, keep-

ing your hands above your shoul-

ders. Lower the weights down to

the ground, tap your elbows, and

come back up. Pretend you’re hugging

a tree. Do fifty times.

Advanced variation: Lift your straight legs up in the air with your feet directly

above your hips, while doing usual version.

#20 Tailbone Lift
(Strengthens lower abdominal muscles)

While lying on your back, and with your

hands interwoven behind your head and

used as a pillow, lift up your legs as

straight as you can above your hips.

While maintaining this position, lift your

tailbone off the ground one inch and tap it

slowly back down. Do twenty-five times. Don’t allow your chin to compress down to

your chest; leave a tennis ball’s distance.

Advanced variation: Lift upper body simultaneously and use your hands to

hold your head, so your neck is completely relaxed.
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#21 One-Legged Crunch
(Strengthens core muscles)

While lying on your back, interweave your

hands behind your head and keep your

knees bent and feet flat on the ground.

Lift your right leg straight up to-

ward the ceiling and flex this foot.

Using your abs, lift your upper body up

toward your right toe. Pretend there is a string in

your belly button, and it’s pulling your stomach down toward the ground. Keep your

neck relaxed and hold your head as if it were an egg. Do twenty-five times and switch

legs. 

Advanced variation: Keep the lower leg straight and one inch off the ground for

the entire set.

#22 Side Crunch
(Works entire core)

Lie on your back and rest your head in inter-

woven hands. Drop your bent knees down to

the left, resting your right leg on your left.

Crunch your upper body up, keeping your

chin a tennis ball’s distance from your chest.

Focus on pulling your belly button toward

your spine. Do twenty-five times each side.

Advanced variation: Keep your legs one

inch off the ground and crunch your upper and lower

body up each rep.
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#23 Sun’s in Eyes
(Stretches abs and chest)

While on your knees, take your interwoven hands and place them knuckle-side back

on your forehead. Lift your right elbow toward the ceiling as high as you can, away

from your right knee, and press your right hip slightly forward. Hold for ten seconds,

taking in deep breaths to release any tight muscles.

Advanced variation: Try to look up toward the ceiling.
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H Do one set of each exercise (two if the exercise works only one side of the body at a time). You

can increase to two (or four) sets of each exercise as you progress.
H Train at threshold: Follow the eight/twelve rule. For each exercise, choose a weight light enough

that you can lift it eight times in the given exercise but heavy enough that you can’t lift it more
than twelve times.

H Start by doing only the exercises in part 1. Add those in part 2 after a month—or earlier if
you’re comfortable with the first workout.

H Do not lock your legs or arms. Straight legs and straight arms do not mean that they should be
locked.

H Suck in your abdominals when doing all exercises. That will lead to a stronger midsection and
better posture.

H Breathe. Exhale when you’re pushing or pulling the weight, and inhale when you’re releasing it
back to the starting position.

Strength-Training Moves, Part 1

Squats
(Strengthens legs and butt)

Stand with your feet a little wider than shoulder width apart and
with your hands by your side. Without curling your back, squat
down to the point where your thighs are approximately parallel
to the floor (or before that, if you have knee or lower-back
pain). Pause, then rise up to the original standing position. Look
forward throughout the movement. Breathe in on the way

More Strength-Training Moves

Want more options? The following strength-training moves are ones you can work into your
strength routine or put all together for a workout. Follow these guidelines when performing them:
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down; breathe out on the way up. When twelve repetitions feels
too easy, you can add resistance by holding dumbbells or other
low-weight objects at your sides.

Lunges
(Strengthens legs and butt)

Stand with your feet shoulder width apart with your hands on
your hips. Take a long step forward with your left foot. Bend
your left knee so that your thigh is parallel to the floor (use the
same rule as above if you have knee pain, and make sure that
when you’re lunging, your knee does not extend farther than
your foot). Pause, then step back into the original standing
position. Repeat by stepping forward with your right foot.
Breathe in when you lunge forward; breathe out when you step
back. When twelve reps feels easy, you can add resistance by
holding dumbbells or other objects that have weight at your
sides. Or do one entire leg at a time, then switch.

Bent-Over Back Rows
(Strengthens back)

Stand next to a weight bench (or a chair or a piano bench). Put
one knee on the bench and hold a dumbbell (or a can of soup or
a book) in the opposite hand. With your other hand also resting
on the bench, bend over so your back is approximately parallel
to the ground. Keep your other arm straight down so the
dumbbell dangles toward the floor. Using your back muscles,
pull the dumbbell up while slightly skimming your elbow against
your side and lifting the weight to your chest. Pause, then lower
it. Breathe in when you pull up, out when you lower it. Resist
overextending your neck by looking straight down.
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One-Leg Calf Lift
(Strengthens calves)

Stand with the ball of your left foot near the edge of a stair.
Hold a weight in your left hand and hold on to a wall or railing
with your right hand to balance yourself. Lift your right foot so
it hangs relaxed near your left ankle. Lower your left heel off
the edge of the stair as far as you comfortably can. Keeping
your knee straight, use your left calf muscle to press yourself up
on your toes as high as you can.

Push-ups
(Strengthens upper body)

Get in a classic push-up position with your hands on the floor at
shoulder width apart, your back straight, and your toes or knees
on the floor. Lower yourself until your chest nearly touches the
ground and push back up. You can also do modified push-ups on
your knees (and with your hands on a stair step, if that’s still
too difficult). When they become too easy, you can increase the
number of repetitions, as well as change the position of your
hands, by moving them closer together or farther apart. Look
three  inches above your fingertips so you don’t overextend
your neck. Also, resist snapping your elbows in the up position;
leave them slightly bent.

Crunch Variations
(Strengthens abdominals)

A strong abdominal section supports your back muscles and
reduces your risk of injury, as well as speeds recovery if you do
have a back strain. Abdominal exercises tend to be a little bit
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like ice-cream flavors. There are a couple of traditional
favorites, but it seems as if somebody is always inventing a 
new variety to satisfy different tastes. To perform a traditional
crunch, lie on your back with your knees bent and feet flat on
the floor. Using your abdominal muscles, crunch up about 30
degrees from the floor. You can add variety and hit different
parts of your midsection with crunch variations. At the same
time you crunch your body up, curl your legs off the ground
toward your head, and squeeze your belly button toward the
floor. In this variation, you’ll use all three pairs of muscles—
the upper with the upper crunch, the lower with the leg pull, 
and the middle with the squeeze. Or try doing crunches with
your back flat on an exercise ball. Or lie flat on the floor and
lift your knees toward your chest. In this variation, you’ll use
more of the lower region of your abdominals.

Arm and Leg Lifts
(Strengthens abdominals)

Place both hands and knees on the floor with your arms and
thighs parallel to each other and perpendicular to the floor. Your
knees should be directly under your hips, and your hands
should be under your shoulders. Look to the floor, keeping your
head in line with your spine. Keep your back straight. Lift your
right arm and left leg slowly off the floor and extend them
straight out so that your leg, back, and arm are roughly in one
line. Slowly lower them to the starting position. After one set,
switch positions—lifting your left arm and right leg.
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Strength-Training Moves, Part 2

Chest Press
(Strengthens chest)

With a dumbbell (or other kind of weight) in each hand, lie on the
floor, holding the weights close to your chest. Bend your knees
and place your feet on the floor (you can also do this from a
bench). Press the weights straight up from your shoulders with
your palms facing each other or facing your toes, and bring the
weights close together. Slowly lower the weights out to the sides
until your elbows are even with your shoulders.

Biceps Curl
(Strengthens arms)

Stand or sit with your feet approximately shoulder width apart,
your arms down at your sides and your palms facing forward.
Hold a dumbbell (or other kind of weight) in each hand. Bend
your elbows slowly, bringing your hands toward your shoulders,
keeping your elbows down at your sides. Slowly return to the
starting position. Resist rocking and dropping your chin, and keep
your shoulders back.

Standing Side Lift
(Strengthens shoulders)

Stand with your feet shoulder width apart and your knees and hips
slightly bent. Hold a dumbbell (or other kind of weight) in each
hand. Lean forward slightly from the hips and let your arms hang
straight down, with your elbows bent and your palms facing each
other. Pull your arms up and out to your side, keeping your wrists
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straight and elbows slightly bent. Lift until your arms are almost
parallel to the floor and your hands are slightly in front of you. Lead
with your elbows, not your wrists. Slowly lower them back to the
starting position.

Rotator-Cuff Rotation
(Strengthens rotator cuff)

Lie on your side on a bench or on the floor with a weight in your
top hand. Bend your elbow at a 90-degree angle and hold your
upper arm against the side of your body with your forearm down
across your body. Lift the weight by rotating the top shoulder
outward while keeping your upper arm against the side of your
body. Lift until your forearm is almost perpendicular to the floor.
Resist sliding your elbows on your side. Try to stay locked in.

Overhead Press
(Strengthens shoulders)

Sit on a bench or chair with back support. Hold one weight in each
hand and lift the weights until your forearms are perpendicular to
the floor, with the weights at shoulder level. With your palms
facing forward, press the weights above you until they come
together over your head, with your elbows bent ever so slightly.

Lateral Deltoid Lift
(Strengthens shoulders)

Place your left knee and left arm on a bench; your right foot
remains on the floor. Pick up a weight with your right hand. Pull
your arm up and out to the side until your elbows are slightly
higher than the level of your torso and your hand has reached the
level of your shoulders. Slowly return to the starting position.
Resist locking your support arm; always keep it slightly bent.


